
Investors are gearing up for what is set to be a busier week in terms
of data releases, along with the beginning of the second quarter's
corporate earnings results. Volatility has remained relatively low for a
number of months now with just some brief and fairly subdued
spikes higher for the VIX and similar volatility indices.
Looking at economic data points: Monday is set to remain quiet,
however on Tuesday the US will release its monthly CPI inflation
results at 1:30 pm Irish time, a metric that will be closely watched by
all investors along with central bankers around the world. In the early
hours of Wednesday morning the Reserve Bank of New Zealand will
make its latest rate decision, followed by the UK CPI reading before
markets open in London. Wednesday afternoon will also be busy, as
US PPI (Produce Price Index) figures come out, and the Bank of
Canada issues its rate statement and monetary policy report. Fed
Chair Powell will also testify on Wednesday afternoon.
Thursday morning will see the release of China's quarterly GDP
reading, with Powell speaking again that afternoon. The Bank of Japan
will be the third and final central bank to release on Thursday night,
with the US' monthly retail sales result rounding up the week on
Friday.
Tomorrow JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, and PepsiCo will kick off 
 earnings season in the States, followed on Wednesday by Bank of
America, Wells Fargo, BlackRock, and Citigroup. The rest of the week
will then see releases from UnitedHealth, Morgan Stanley, Charles
Schwab, and many other smaller names.
The prospects of another robust earnings season have been one of
the major factors underpinning equity markets as of late. We note
that the S&P 500 index is forecast to post year-on-year EPS growth of
roughly 63% for the second quarter, after Q1's 52% increase.
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Equities: European and British equities are moving slightly lower on Monday morning, after
seeing broadly sideways trade last week as lower volumes are registered. Volatility will likely
remain low for the next few weeks as quiet summer trade continues and market participants await
further clarity from central banks later in the summer, along with any new variant developments. 
The VIX is marginally higher today, sitting at $16.90 at the time of writing, as futures in the US sell
off slightly. Equity markets may look to US and UK CPI inflation data for direction this week, along
with the beginning of the Q2 earnings season.
Currencies: FX volatility is low again this morning, after the main Dollar pairs traded broadly
sideways over recent weeks, EUR/USD at 1.187 and GBP/USD at 1.386. The Dollar saw a bid earlier
in June as some investors fled to the safe-haven currency as the Delta variant started its spread
around Europe. Currency traders will likely pay close attention to inflation results this week.
Safe-havens: Gold markets have opened down roughly 0.30% after catching a slight bid last week
on the back of lower real Treasury yields in the States, the precious metal still hovering around
$1,800 for now. Silver is similarly lower on Monday, trading at $26.05 after broadly sideways
moves in July so far.
Yields as a whole moved lower again last week despite Friday's slight rebound, Germany's 10yr
reaching -0.345% for the first time since early April, and at -0.31% this morning. Across the
Atlantic, Treasury yields of all durations saw a move lower last week which has followed into this
morning as bond investors signal that sustained higher inflation is unlikely. The benchmark 10yr
Treasury yield has retraced about half of its Q1 leg higher, back to 1.33% as we write.

The Week Ahead

Irish Construction Activity
According to Ulster Bank's Construction PMI (Purchasing Managers'
Index), Ireland saw a result of 65 in June, following May's strong 66.4.
Both of these figures have cleared the 50.0 no-change mark with
plenty of room to spare, as the sector is now fully open again, backed
by significant demand for housing.
All three sub-sectors recorded strong growth during June, however
residential activity continues to see particularly fast growth, albeit
slightly less rapid than what was experienced in May.
"While the signals of ongoing strength in activity are certainly
encouraging, the rate of input cost inflation accelerated to a second
consecutive record high as the June survey results highlight that the
sector continues to face important supply-chain and cost challenges
related to Brexit, Covid and global supply and shipping problems"
said Ulster Bank's chief economist Simon Barry.


